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Regression Metamodel Summerization of Model Behaviour

This contribution surveys regression analysis of both determinis-

tic and stochastic simulation models. Regression analysis is a

statistical techniquc~ summarizinq how the simulation model's out-

put reacta to changes in the model's input. The technique should

be accr~ssihle for the practitioner with a knowledge of basic

statistical theory, e.g. he should lie familiar with the t test.

(A few comments meant for the specialist are placed within square

brackets.]

Summarization of model behaviour is necessary for many

reasons. Alt.hough simulation is an extremely flexible technique

used to study many practical problems, the technique has one

major drawback: strictly speakiny its results are valid only for

the tipecific parameter valur~s and mathematical relationships of

the executecl simulation program. For example, if a queuing problem

is studied and 100,000 customers are simulated then their average

waiting time is a valici estimator conditional on specific para-

meter values (suc}t as the arrival intensitv a and the service rate

u) and the specific queuing discipline (e.g., first-come-first-

served, FCFS). To remedy this limitation the simulation analyst

runs his program for several combinations of parameter values.

(Besides changing auantitative parameters, the analyst may make

qualitative changes, e.g., he may change the queuing discipline

from FCFS to shortest-jobs-first; although renression analvsis

applies to both types of changes, this contribution focusses on

quantitative changes; see KLeijnen (1983a) for aualitative

variables.)Executing the program for many parameters combinations
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is necessary for sensitivity and robustness analysis, validation,

optimization, what - if questions, etc. (these concepts are

discussed in other contributions). Regression analysis aims at

interpreting the great mass of data produced by the typical simu-

lation program. Reams of paper output and numerous tables with

numh?rs do not provide insight:

1. Regression Metamodeling: Common Sense Formalized and Extended

Suppose a collection of data has become available, i.e., the

simulation program has been run for several combinations of

parameter values and output has been recorded. (Kleijnen, 1983a,

discusses efficient and effective techniques for specifying the

parameter combinations actually run.) It is common s~nse to

arialyze the set of experimental data by plotting the input~output

combinations. The analyst fits a curve by hand, and he concludes

whether a parameter has an important effect on the output. Note

that sometimes data are presented in tabular form. However, the

analyst recognises patterns much easier when graphical represen-

tation is used.

The common sense approach is formalized and extended by

regression analysis. (At the same time common sense and theoretical

knowledge are the basis of the regression model; see Sect. 3.)

Fitting the curve by hand is replaced by determining a curve that

fits best tot the observed output data where "best" may be forma-

lized as "minimum sum of squared deviations", briefly called

Least Squares. (Other criteria than Least Squares will be dis-

cussed in Sect. 3.) In the common sense approach judging the
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importance of a simulation parameter is subjective, e.g., changing

the scale of the plot can blow up the importance. Reqression

analy~is ur.~,r: objective tests uf aignificance like the t test.

Further, if the analyst fits (say) a straight line, statistical

methods cat~ check the validity of the fitted curve. Finally, if

there are m~iny parameters in the simulation model, then it be-

comes cumbersome to make plots for each parameter. It becomes

virtually impossible to detect interactions among these parameters-

(Interactions are also discussed in Kleijnen, 1983a.) Regression

extends the analysis into multiple dimensions. The necessary

formulas wi11 be presented in Sect. 2.

The regression model (or its common sense equivalent:

the input~output plots) may be called a metamodel. This concept

fits in a hierarchical modeling approach, i.c~., from the "mess"

of reality the analyst proceeds to a well-structured simulation

model, and tne relationship between the input and output of this

simulation model is in turn modeled by the regression model. In

symbols, in reality the output variable y is determined in an

unknown way (fo) by numerous variables v:

y - f~(vl, v2, .........) (1)

The simulation model (fl) concentrates on relatively few

variables or "parameters", say zl through zk. Random simulation

explicitly recognizes the approximate character of the represen-

tation and introduces an explicit stochastic component through

the random number stream R(bold-face italics denote matrices

including vectors; capitals denote random variables; e.g.,
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P(R) - P(R1) P(RZ)... and P(R1 ~ r) - r). Because deterministic

simulation is just a special case of random simulation - P(Z - z) - 1

- the following representation results:

Y- fl (zl , z2. -- , zk. R) (2)

Although the simulation program (fl) qenerates a time series, this

series is usually summarized by a few measures such as the average.

This contribution concentrates on a single measure per simulation

run. However, the methodology can also be applied to each indi-

vidual measure charaterizing the time series of an output variable.

A mathematical foundation for approximating fl in Eqn- (2) would

be available if all variables z were continuous and fl were a

nicely behaving function and R would vanish. Then the Tavlor

series expansion would yield the first-order apnroximation:

y- Y~ t Y1 zl t... t
Yk zk (3)

In practice, however, the simulation model fl is morP complicated.

(Because the simulation model is so complicated the need for

suimnarizing model behavior arises:) Therefore the analyst first

specifies a metamodel like Eqn. (3) and next he tests the validity

of that model; seP Sect. 3. The following section discusses

regressíon analysis in more detail.
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2. Regression Analysis: Simple Statistical Formulas

Let the available collection of simulation data be specified by

Table 1. There are n observations or simulation runs. There are

q independent variables x, including the dummy variable x~ equal

t.o orir,: x~~~ - l for i l, ..., n. These variahles miqht corrr~s-

pond to thc~ simulation parameter.s z in Ec3n. (2) and (3): xl -

zl, ..., z I- zk. However, the independent variabie x may also
q-

be a function of the simtilation parameter z, e.g., x- z2 or

x- log(z); see Sect. 3. Moreover, the independent variable x

may be a binarv variable, e.g., xil - 1 if in simulation run i

tYre qualitative factor queuing discipline equals FCFS, and xil - 0

if tYre queuing discipline equals shortest-jobs-first; see Kleijnen

(1983a). Each run yields one observation y on the output (dependent

variable, response). If there are multiple output variables or

measures tYie analysis may be applied per dependent variable.

(Multivariate analysis is also possible but mote difficult.] This

output may be deterministic or random, althouRh the texthooks

discuss only random outputs.

Least S~u~ires is ~ mathematical, not a statistical, nrohlem

formulation: given the observations yi and a family of curves

with parameters y, y- f(x ,.. , x ; y,..., Y ) determine
0 q-1 0 q-1

the parameter values y which minimize E(y-y.)2. If the model y
i 1

is linear in the rE:gression parameters y, then the Least Squares

solution is simnle:

Y - (x'.x)-I.x'.y (4)
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where x denotes the nXq matrix of independent variables and y

denotes the vector of n simulation responses. The estimation of

y becomes a statistical problem if we assume that one of the

following situations holds:

(i) Random simulation: The observed simulation response y is a

realization corresponding to asnecific random number stream r;

see Eqn. (2). In other words, given the simulation narameters z

or the independent variables x, there is population of possik~le

rc~sponse values y. The simplest statistical model specifies that

the random variable Y is normally distributed, with an expected

value depending linearly on x, i.e.

E(Ylx) - x.y

, and with a constant (conditional) variance:

var(Ylx) - 02

(5)

(6)

Moreover, the n simulation responses are assumed to be independent

(independent random number streams in the n runs), so that the

covar.iance matrix of Y equals

2
a - a .I (7)

when the identy mat.rix is denoted by I(though it is not a ran-

dom matrix a capital letter is traditionally used.) In other words,

the errors E defined by

Y - x.y t E (8)
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are normally and idependently distributed (NID) with zero mean

2
and constant variance n .

E ~ NID(0, o2.I) (9)

(ii) Deterministic simulation: If the simulation responses are

not random, then a regression model analogous to Eqn. (5) can

still be formulated, and the deviations between this metamodel

and the actual simulation responses may be assumed to satisfy

Eqn. (9). (The n simulation responses combinations z can be

modeled as a sample from a11 possible combinations: these combi-

nations result in the reponses y with the corresponding errors

Under the classical assumptions of Eqn. (9) it can be

proved that the (mathematical) Least Squares algorithm leads to

estimators of the regression parameters y that are unbiased:

E(P) - y where P follows from Eqn. (4) if y is replaced by y.

Note that P is a linear estimator, i.e., it is a linear transfor-

mation of the responses Y. Under the classical assumption the

Least Squares estimator I' is also the linear estimator with the

smallest variance: Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE). These

minimal variances can be derived from the following general

statistical formula (which will be used again in Sect. 3). De-

fine a random vector, say Y1, and its linear transformation YZ:

YZ - a.Yl (10)
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where a is an n2 x nl matrix (nl - 1, n2 ~ 1). Denote the co-

variance matrix of YI by al, where this nl x nl matrix has elements

r~gg, - E{[Yg - E(Yg)I.IYg, -F(Yg~)~}

(4~ 9~ - i, ..., nl)

Note that g- g' yields o - a2 - var(Y ). It can be proved that
g4 9 9

the covariance matrix of Y2 defined by Eqn. (10), equals

a2 - a.al.a' (12)

Applying Eqn. (12) to Eqn. ( 4) and (7) yields the covariance matrix

of i' :

Q - (x'.x)-1.o2~ ~ N (13)

The scalar a2 in Eqn. (13) was defined by Eqn. (6) and can be

estimated through

,. 2 n - 2
(14 )Q - iEl (yi-yi) ~(n-q)

where q denotes the number of estimated regression parameters

and y. is the i.-th component ofi

(15)

For random simulation an estimator of a2 different from Eqn. (14),

will be presented in Sect. 3. The main-diagonal elements of a
~Y



defined in Eqn. (13) are the variances of the regression parameter

estimators, and their square roots s are the standard deviations

or "srandard errors". Testing whether y. equals zero - or more
J

generally equals the value y~ - is based on the t statistic:
J

- G
Y.-Y

t- ~~ (j - 0, 1, ..., q-1) (16)
s.
7

The degrees of freedom of t eaual the decTrees of freedom o~
~2
Q ,

i.e., if Eqn. (14) is used then the degrees of freedom equal n-q.

The above formulas can be found in many textbooks, e.g. (Draper

nnd Smith 19F,6). Many statistical packanes can he used to ana-

lyze the simulation data t.hrough regression modeling, e.g. SPSS.

3. Least Squares: Assumptions and Alternatives

The Least Squares estimators of Eqn. (4) are BLUE if a number of

assumptions hold.

(i) The regression model is linear in its parameters y.

This assumption does not mean that the metamodel is necessarily

linear in the simulation parameters z introduced above Eqn. (2).

For instancc-, the reelrr,ssion model may be a sccond degree poly-

nomial in zl:

2
Y- YO } Y1'zl } Y11'zl f E (17)

so that the notation of Table 1 yields xi0 - 1' xil - zil
and

xi2 - zil' A different example is:

Y- y~ t y~.log x} E (18)
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so that xil - log x. The last equation is equivalent to

~ t yl t
Y - YO .x .E

so that Y- log Y~, YO

(19)

t tlog y0 and E- log E. So a model not

linear in its parameters can sometimes be transformed into a

model which is linear in its parameters. However, if such a trans-

formation cannot be found, nonlinear regression analysis has to

be applied; see Bard (1974). In general, linear regression analysis

is flexible enough for the summarization of simulation models. (Nonlinear

regression is applied to, e.g., chemical experiments where enough

theoretical knowledge is available to suggest a specific family

of nonlinear models). The transformation of Eqn. (18) and (19)

will be further discussed in (iv).

(ii) The simulation responses Y have constant variances QZ.

The regression model with the additive error term E in Eqn. (8)

implies that Y and E have the same variance; see a2 in Eqn. (6)

and (g). The assumption of a"homogenous" variance is unrealistic,

excE~pt for deterministic simulation. If the random variable Y has

an expected value that depends on x- see Eqn. (5) - then it seems

reasonable to assume that Y has a variance that also varies with

i.e., Eqn. (6) is replaced by

var(Y.) - 02 (i - 1, .. , n)i i (20)

In random símulation each run should yield not only the point

estimate yi but also the standard error of yi, denoted by ai.
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In the contribution by Schriber (1983) different techniques for

estimating a2 are surveyed. For example, if v, represents the
~1

average response of run i then the total run may be divided into

b subruns (or batches) ,~-ac1~ yielding an average yih (h - 1, .. , b)

with var (Yi) - var(Yih)~b so that

b
ai - h~l (yih-yi)2I{(b-1).b} ( i - 1. -. , n) (21)

Pract.ice shows that these variance estimates a? differ greatly,i
say, by a factor ]00 and more. So the assumption of a constant

variance is in qeneral unrealistic in random simulation. What

is the alternative?

Intuitively, if a response has a high standard error,

t.hat. response should receive less weight when fitting a curve.

Formally, if the variances a? were known, then the transformationi

Y

Y~ - -1 li - 1, .. , n)
i a.i

(22)

would result in constant variances: var(Y~) - 1. To the transformed
i

output Y~ thc Lc~ast Squares alc~orithm could br~ ax~nlied, resultinR

in Weighted Least Squares. In practice estimated variances á? are-- i

substituted into L'qn. (22) and the F.stimated Weighted Least

Squares estimators result:

y - (x'.a-l.x)-1 X, Q-1.Y

where a is no longer given by Eqn. (7) but is now a diagonal

(23)

matrix with main-diagonal elements given by Eqn. (21). If a were
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known then Eqn. (12) applied to Eqn. (23) would yield

-1 -1
c~ - (x'.~, .x)tiY ~ ~, ti (24)

Simulation analysis showed that when o is estimated from at least

five subruns (in Eqn. 21 b~ 5) then Eqn. (24) is valid with o

replaced by its estimate a; see (Kleijnen et al. 1981).

Note that (ordinary) Least Squares still yields unbiased

estimators of the regression parameters y but the variances of

these estimators are no longer given by Eqn. (13). T!-iese variances

can be found by applying Eqn. (12) to Eqn. (4). However, Estimated

Weighted L,east Squares results in more accurate estimators of y

so t.hat important (significant) parameters are detected more

frequently.

(iii) The responses Y are indenendent

In simulation experimentation the responses Y(and hence the

errors E) can be forced to be independent through the use of

independent random number streams, i.e., in Eqn (2) R is sampled

independently. However, sometimes variance reduction techniques

such as common random numbers are used; see the contribution bv

Fishman ( 1933). Then the independence assumption is violated. If

we can agáin estimate the covariance matrix of Y- now not a di.aRO-

nal matrix- then Enn. (23) and ( 24) apnly, and the nrocedure is

xnown u ,c:.::-....~:,t Sauares; see (Draner and Smith 1966).
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(iv) The responses Y are norm~lly distributed.

The responses may be non-normal. For instance, if in Ecn. (19)

Yx were norm~~l then the tr~~n:-:formed response Y- log Y~ in F.qn. (lE3)

would not bc, normal. (Usually Y is assumed to be normal and con-

sequently Y~ is "loqnormal".) If the responses are not normal then

(Weiqhted) i.c.ast S~iuarE~s still yields unbiased estimators and the

standard errors are still given by Eqn. (24). However the t test

of Eqn. (16) may he wrona. ~If Y is normal then the linear trans-

2formation I' is ncrmal, and the variance estimator S is indepen-

dent of Y.J To force the responses to be (more) normal,transfor-

mations may be applied. For instance, if the distribution of Y

has a long tail at the right end, then log Y may be approximately

normal. In simulation Y often denotes the average of the run.

Limit theorems for independent and for autocorrelated variables

explain why the average may be normally distributed. Zn long runs

other responses than the mean are also approximately normal. So in

practice nonnormalítv may be no serious oroblem.

Note that during the last decade many alternatives to

(Weighted) Least Squares have been proposed. For instance, a dif-

ferent criterion may be: minimize the sum of relative absolute

errors:

n ~yi-yi~
Min iEl

-~i~
(25)

Unfortunately the resiilting estimators have unknown statistical

properties, and the algorithm is more complicated. An alternative

approach emphasizes that (Weighted) Least Squares is sensitive to
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outliers, and witt. nonnormal distributions such extreme respon-

ses may have a high chance of being observed. Several robust

procedures have been proposed, and research on the~e procedures

conti~ues. Fortunately, in simulation it is much easier to check

whether an o:,servation is an cutlier or is a truly representative

observation: in random simulation the computer program can again

be executed with one or more different ran3om streams. In other

fields than simulation it is often difficult to tell whether the

suspicious observation is due to a measurement error, and in these

fields true replication (i.e. observing the response for the same

input conditions) is often difficult.

(v) The regression model is correctly specified.

If the simulation model in Ecn. (2) is adequately approximated

by the regression metamodel, e.g. Eqn. (3), then the errors E

have zero expectation; see Eqn. (9). Consequently the estimators

of the regression parameters are unbiased, and the estimator of

the variance aZ is also unbiased; see Eqn. (14). (The estimators

a? in Eqn. (21) remain unbiased, even if the regression model isi

incorrect.) Zf the regression metamodel is not valid then the

whole analysis breaks down. Fortunately there is a simple tech-

nique for testing the validity of the regression approximation.

The technique is based on the following procedure (in the statistics

literature different tests are proposed such as the lack-of-fit

F test) :

(i) Devise the model's general form.

(ii) "Calibrate" the model, i.e., specify its parameters.

(iii) Use the model tot forecast a"new" situation, i.e., a situ-

ation not used in steps (i) and (ii).
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(iv) Compare the model's forecast to the actual response.

Such a procedure is generally used to validate models be it

simulation models econometric modPls, or whatever type of model;

also see the contribution by Sargent ( 1983). In the case of regres-

sion metarnodel.ing the procedure hecomes:

(i) Postulare a regression model, e.g. Eqn. (3). Moreover a sta-

tistical submodel must be specified; see the classical assumptions

of Eqn. í9i or - more realistic in simulation - Eqn. (20).

(ii) From the sample of n observations - see Table 1- estimate

the regression parameters Y, using (Weighted) Least Squares; see

Eqn. (4) or Eqn. (23).

(iii) I~r.finc~ a nt~w situat.ion
xntl -(1' xntl,l' xntl,2' "

xn i i, 1 1 I:{ ~( i l, .. , n) . ~nd for~~cast thc~ respon:;r~:
0-

Y ' . Yntl - Xntl (26)

(iv) Simulate that new situation xntl and obtain the simulation

response yn}1. Obviouslv the forecast yn}1 and the actual simula-

tion Yntl will not be exactly equal. Large deviations are accep-

table if the statistical submodel (see i) specified large varia-

bilíty a2. Therefore comnute the normalized deviation:

t - yntl ynfl
-2 ~2 ~
(nn}1}antl)

where an}1 - var(Yn}1) follows from Eqn. (21), and antl -

var(Yn}1) follows from Eqn. (12) and (26):

(27)

~2 ~
cntl - Xntl

. Qy . Xn}1 (28)
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where a follows from F,qn. (]3) or ( 14). The normalized deviation
~Y

in Eqn. (27) may be compared to the critical values for the t

statistic, or simpler, for the standard normal variable N(0,1).

Above a single validation run (namely run ntl) was used.

There is a trick, however, to obtain many simulation runs for va-

lidation of the regression metamodel, provided n~ q, i.e., there

are more runs than regression parameters in Tabel 1. If n? q

then one run can be deleted (say sun 1) and the regression para-

meters can still be estimated from the remaining n-1 runs. The

deleted run (run 1) can next be forecasted using Eqn. (26), and

the forecast error can be computed usinq Eqn. (27). The trick

continues as follows: Now a differ~nt run is deleted (say run 2 is

del~ted and run 1 is again added to the data available for esti-

mation of the regression parameters Y), etc. This permutation or.

cress-validation approach yields n validation runs: Now a sta-

tistical complication arises: If n is, say, one hundred and the

deviation in Eqn. (27) is tested with an a significance level of

5~ (critical value i.96) then five out of one hundred validation

runs are expected to be false alarms (this follows from the de-

finition of the a or type I error). To limit the false alarms to

5~, a is taken equal to 0.05~n (so-called Bonferroni annroach);

see Kleijnen (1975).

What are the alternatives if the regression metamodel

is rejected?

(i) Higher-order approximation.

Above Eqn. (3) the Taylor series expansion was mentioned. If the

first-order approximation of Eqn. (3) is rejected then cross-
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products (ylZ.zl.zZ t ' } fk-l,k'zk-1'zk) `an be added, reore-

sentinq interactions among the variable~; s~~e the contribution

by K1r~i ju~.n (1'if};a) , Al.:;o "pure" quadratic eCfect
(yll'11 }"' }

ykk'zk)
`ran ne ac3ded, if the~ variables z are cluantitati-ve. If this

secnnd-ordr,r aphroxin~~ti~~n is also rejected, then proRressing to

a third-oràer approximation is not recommended (difficult inter-

pretation; many simulation runs required).

(iii Transformations.

Before the very first form of the regression metamodel is pos-

tulated, the analyst should think hard about the "fundamen-

tal" variables in the simulation and hence ln the regression

model. For instance, in queuing problems theory shows - albeit

for simplific.d analytical models - that the fundamental variable

is not. th~, arrival ratr, a r~r the ,r~rvice rat~~ u, but their rati.o

p-~~u, i.r,., the traffic load. Consequently a metamodel with

xl - p is prohably better than with xl - a and x2 - u. If later

on the regression model is rejected, the analyst may think again

about the fundamental variables. But now he has more empirical

data available (n simulation runs; regression results) which may

guide his exploratory data analysis. Clearly statistical theory

does not specify which variables should occur in the regression

model:

4. Applications

The regression metamodel summarizes in an explicit form the

relationship between the input x and the output y of the simula-

tion model. This information can be used as follows,
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(i) Sensitivity ar.alysis, validation, what-if.

The simulation model may contain many parameters and relations.

In a pilot investigation the model will be run for n different

comhinations of input. (Kleijnen (1983a) 's contribution shows

how n can be kept small even if there is a great number of para-

m~~t~~rs.) If a regrrssion parameter is signiflcantly different

from zero - see Eqn. (16) - then the corresponding simulation

parameter (or qualitative variable) is important. If that impor-

tant parameter reflects an environmental factor then the simula-

tion model is valid only if sufficient data about the true value

of ttiat parameter is available. "[7hat - if" auestions will also

concentrate on the important parameters.

(ii) Optimization and control.

Some rPgression parameters reflect variables that are under

the user's control. The signs of the parameters show whether the

corr~~sponding decision variable should be increased or decreased.

The relation magnitudes yj~yj, show which variables are most

critical. Actually, the regression metamodel specifies a response

surface which can guide the search for an optimal - or at least

a satisfactory - decision, using mathematical techniques such as

Steepest Ascent; see (Montgomery and Bettencourt 1977). A"control"

situation arises if the desirable output value is given and the

corresponding input values are sought. The regression model im-

mediately shows which combinations of input yield the desired

output. Without the metamodel extensive trial-and-error is neces-

sary.



nF~l~lications of regression metamodr~ling in simulation

tlave started to appear. These applications concern simulations

of jnl~ :;hcp.,, r;teE~l filanr~., medíc;il servicH:,, harhors, inventory

control, etc.; see (Weeks and FryPr 1976), (Kleijnen et al. 1979),

(Keijzcr et al. 1982), Kleijnen (1983h).
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Tabel 1. Regression Analysis Data

Observation Independent Variables Dependent (Standard
0 1 2 ... j... q-1 variable error)

l 1 xll x12 xl,q'1 Y1 (sl)

2 1 x21
x21 ,q-1 y2 (s2)

i 1 xil xi2 xi xi 1J ,q- Yi

n 1 xnl xn2 xnj xn,q-1 Yn (sn)
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